[Treatment choices in the tumors of the inner angle of the eye].
Surgery of the tumors of the inner angle of the eye is difficult given the fact that beside tumor size, local peculiarities (concave area, thin and adhering skin, internal ligament, orifices, and tear duct), eyelids -mobile structures, vicinity and importance of visual receptor) need to be considered. To determine, based on data in the literature, what are the treatment choices in the various types of tumors of the inner angle of the eye. During a six-year interval (2004-2009) we diagnosed with and treated for tumors of the inner angle of the eye 135 patients. Patients age, sex, environment, causes - tumor epidemiology, and course length have been studied A thorough history, including the clinical features and progression of the tumor, previous treatments, as well as aspects related to the general pathologic picture was obtained from every patient. The treatment included tumor excision and subsequent reconstruction, the methods used for covering the defect and the type of used tissue depending on the local characteristics. The main areas of the study are: type and onset area of the tumor, tumor size and implicitly the size of postsurgical defect and the method for the reconstruction of postsurgical defect. The reconstruction plan was individualized and included at least one alternative option depending on the size and depth of the excision. Aiming at best functional and esthetic results has lead to changes in the classical techniques which proved beneficial. The comparative analysis of these methods allowed us finding the most effective treatment of these tumors. For best results the collaboration plastic surgeon-ophthalmologist-maxillofacial surgeon-neurosurgeon was often required. We support the radical tumor removal with intraoperative pathologic confirmation. Surgical approach according to a previously established plan gives treatment safety, this paper suggesting the best type of surgery planning, thus representing a short guide to preoperative options.